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Many have heard of  or implemented uncertainty propagation in their  analysis  workf low. Some 

people confuse Uncertainty Quantif icat ion with Uncertainty Propagation.  In fact,  Uncertainty 

Quantif icat ion encompasses Uncertainty Propagation techniques and other topics.  This  art ic le 

discusses how Uncertainty Quantif icat ion goes beyond Uncertainty Propagation.
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Uncertainty Quantif icat ion (UQ) goes beyond Uncertainty Propagation (UP) to provide valuable 

information and insight for decis ion makers.  According to NAFEMS Stochastics Working Group 

and ASME V&V 10,  the definit ion of  Uncertainty Quantif icat ion is  as fol lows:  the formulation of  a 

stat ist ical  model  to characterize imperfect and/or unknown information in engineering s imulat ion 

and physical  test ing for predict ions and decis ion making.

UQ consists  of  a comprehensive suite of  stat ist ical  tools  to quantify engineering system 

uncertaint ies.  These tools  include design of  experiments,  stat ist ical  cal ibrat ion,  sensit iv ity analysis , 

optimization,  and inverse analysis  as wel l  as uncertainty propagation.  This  paper wi l l  highl ight the 

value each of  these tools  for decis ion making and how these tools  can be used in col laboration with 

uncertainty propagation.
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W H AT I S  U N C E R TA I N T Y  Q UA N T I F I C AT I O N?
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• Risk is  Uncertainty with Consequences;  by reducing the uncertainty,  i t  lowers the r isk.

• Decis ion makers are better informed of the uncertainty in the product and possible ways to 

reduce it . 

• UQ tools  save considerable computational  t ime and resources.

U Q VA LU E TO D E C I S I O N M A K E R S:

Figure 1:  Beyond Uncertainty Propagation,  Uncertainty Quantif icat ion workf low includes Design of 
Experiments (DOE),  predict ive models (emulators) ,  sensit iv ity analysis ,  and optimization.  UQ backward 
analysis  includes stat ist ical  cal ibrat ion and inverse analysis .
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Uncertainty Propagation is  a process that examines variat ions in the analysis  results  due to 

variat ions in the input parameters.  As shown by Figure 2 ,  each input parameter is  represented by 

a distr ibution to capture the uncertainty in the parameter.  Either by using Monte Carlo methods 

or emulator-based methods,  each of  the input parameter ’s  uncertainty is  propagated through the 

model  to quantify the variat ion in the output parameters.  UP results  often include a histogram 

showing the variat ion of  the output parameter based on the variat ion in the input parameters. 

Fewer s imulat ion runs are typical ly  needed when emulators (predict ive models)  are used for 

uncertainty propagation when compared to Monte Carlo methods.

W H AT I S  U N C E R TA I N T Y  P R O PA G AT I O N?
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Figure 2:  The uncertainty propagation workf low starts  with probabi l i ty  distr ibutions of  the input parameters. 
The distr ibutions are run through either a Monte Carlo method or an emulator-based method and result  in 
histograms of  the variat ion in the output parameters.
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W H AT I S  U N C E R TA I N T Y  P R O PA G AT I O N?

M O N T E C A R LO M E T H O D S

Figure 3:  Monte Carlo Methods take the input parameters’  distr ibutions and randomly selects points using 
direct sampling techniques.  Those points are run through the s imulat ion model  and result  in uncertainty 
propagation.
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Monte Carlo Sampling methods involve randomly select ing points based on an assumed probabi l i ty 

distr ibution of  each of  the input parameters.  These methods are very popular due to the s impl ic ity 

of  implementation and understanding.  In pract ice,  Monte Carlo methods are often cal led direct 

sampling techniques.  They require relat ively large sample s izes to generate accurate analyt ics 

results  with more than a few input parameters.  In a s imulat ion process,  i t  is  often impractical  to 

perform the large number of  s imulat ions required by Monte Carlo methods.  When sample s izes are 

low, Monte Carlo points tend to c luster and fai l  to adequately sample the design space.

E M U L AT I O N

The emulator-based method uti l izes an emulator or predict ive model  that wi l l  replace the 

complex s imulat ion model.  Instead of  using the direct sampling method, the variat ions in the 

input parameters are captured by a space-f i l l ing type design of  experiments to quantify the input 

variat ion.  An emulator is  trained using the DOE and response from the s imulat ion model.  Typical ly, 

an emulator requires fewer s imulat ion runs to be trained and val idated than running a direct Monte 

Carlo sampling method. Once bui lt  and val idated,  the emulator can accurately mimic the s imulat ion 

model  responses and make predict ions in a fract ion of  the t ime. They ’re part icular ly  suitable for 

analyzing the higher dimensional  problems.
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Figure 4:  The emulator-based method uses space-f i l l ing DOEs that are run through the s imulat ion model. 
Then an emulator is  trained with the DOE and the responses from the s imulat ion model.  Once the model  is 
trained,  an addit ional  data set is  run through the predict ive model  to val idate the accuracy.  With an accurate 
predict ive model,  a  large sample of  predict ions can be run through the predict ive model  instead of  the 
s imulat ion model,  result ing in an accurate uncertainty propagation.
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Sensit iv ity analysis  (SA) is  used to understand which inputs are cr it ical ,  which inputs interact with 

other inputs,  and which parameters have l i tt le inf luence on the output.  Performing sensit iv ity 

analysis  helps engineers know what drives variat ion in their  model,  result ing in better design 

robustness and more informed decis ion making.  For example,  sensit iv ity analysis  can be used to 

relax manufacturing tolerances on parameters which have l i tt le inf luence on the output ’s  variabi l i ty.

S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A LY S I S

Figure 5:  The global  sensit iv ity analysis  on the left  shows the main effects in blue and the total  effects in 
orange as a bar graph of  the input parameters.  The local  sensit iv ity analysis  on the r ight shows the s lopes 
of  al l  input parameters at  a given point in the design space.

Global  SA        Local  SA
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O P T I M I Z AT I O N

Optimization is  often carr ied out without consideration of  the uncertainty in the optimal  point. 

The uncertainty can be due to variat ions in operating condit ions,  geometric  propert ies,  or  material 

propert ies,  new requirements,  or  unforeseen engineering chal lenges.  Performing a stochastic 

optimization can mit igate these uncertaint ies so the result ing optima safely passes al l  the possible 

constraints in the design.  Though under the UQ umbrel la,  stochastic  optimization consists  of 

performing uncertainty propagation throughout the optimization process whereas a determinist ic 

optimization may only include uncertainty propagation after the optimal  point is  selected.

UQ Goes Beyond UP
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S TAT I S T I C A L  C A L I B R AT I O N

Statist ical  cal ibrat ion does two things:  tune the s imulat ion model  to be as real ist ic  as possible for 

making more accurate predict ions and understand the magnitude of  uncertainty attr ibuted to the 

model.  As shown in Figure 6 ,  Stat ist ical  cal ibrat ion compares the s imulat ion results  to a “standard”, 

typical ly  measured physical  data of  the actual  system. The specif ic  s imulat ion model  parameters 

cal led cal ibrat ion parameters are used to improve the f it  between the s imulat ion and physical  test 

data.  Typical ly,  the cal ibrat ion parameters are parameters that cannot be direct ly  measured in the 

physical  world but exist  as inputs to the s imulat ion model.  The physical ly  measurable inputs are fed 

into the model  and the cal ibrat ion parameters are adjusted.  Unl ike optimization or other forms of 

cal ibrat ion,  stat ist ical  cal ibrat ion assumes the existence of  s imulat ion model  discrepancy.  That is ,  i t 

does not assume that uncertainty in the cal ibrat ion parameters is  responsible for al l  disagreements 

between the s imulat ion model  and the experimental  outputs.

Figure 6:  The stat ist ical  cal ibrat ion workf low includes data from both the s imulat ion model  and physical 
system. Performing a stat ist ical  cal ibrat ion results  in:  cal ibrat ion parameters that are tuned to be as 
real ist ic  as possible and a discrepancy model  that can be used to determine the uncertainty of  the model.

UQ Goes Beyond UP
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I N V E R S E  A N A LY S I S

Unlike uncertainty propagation that takes the variat ion in the input parameters to describe the 

output ’s  variabi l i ty,  the inverse analysis  describes the input parameters based on the output 

response.  For example,  in Figure 8 ,  the physical  system has one input parameter that is  diff icult 

or  seemingly impossible to record.  Often,  the unknown input parameter is  nonl inear,  i l l -posed, 

and may not have a unique solut ion.  As shown in  F igure 8 ,  the physical  data are combined with 

the s imulat ion model  data set to est imate the most l ikely probabi l i ty  distr ibution of  the input 

parameter.  The observed output data may be physical  test ing data or s imulat ion results.

Figure 8:  The inverse analysis  workf low starts  with the measurements of  the physical  system, potential ly, 
with an unknown parameter and the s imulat ion input parameters and responses.  Using this  information,  the 
probabi l i ty  distr ibution for unknown parameters is  est imated.
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C O N C LU S I O N

With tools  l ike sensit iv ity analysis ,  optimization under uncertainty,  stat ist ical  cal ibrat ion,  and 

inverse analysis ,  Uncertainty Quantif icat ion goes wel l  beyond Uncertainty Propagation.  With the 

addit ional  value,  decis ion makers have a plethora of  information to determine the best course of 

act ion with confidence.  With these UQ tools  and more,  SmartUQ is  a powerful  set  of  analyt ics  and 

UQ software tools  that are optimized for engineering appl icat ions.  SmartUQ was invented as the 

f irst  commercial  software for industr ial-scale UQ. SmartUQ software is  currently used in industr ies 

as far  ranging as automotive,  aerospace,  defense,  turbomachinery,  heavy equipment,  medical 

devices,  semiconductors,  energy,  and oi l  and gas for appl icat ions such as design space exploration, 

trade studies,  predict ive maintenance,  and root cause analysis .
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